With the availability of genome sequences for hundreds of microbial genomes, it has become possible to address several questions from a comparative perspective to understand the structure and function of regulatory systems, at least in model organisms. Recent studies have focused on topological properties and the evolution of regulatory networks and their components. Our understanding of natural networks is paving the way to embedding synthetic regulatory systems into organisms, allowing us to expand the natural diversity of living systems to an extent we had never before anticipated.
Introduction
One of the greatest challenges in the post-genomic era is to elucidate the complete set of gene expression programs in an organism for all possible stimuli to which it can respond. Although the number of completely sequenced genomes is mounting rapidly, our knowledge of transcription regulation is limited to a few model organisms. Organisms devote a considerable fraction of their DNA to encoding cis-regulatory elements, and a significant fraction of protein coding genes encode transcription factors (TFs), both of which play an important role in controlling and coordinating gene expression at the level of transcription. Unraveling the principles and organization of transcriptional programs is essential for understanding cellular responses to environmental perturbations and the molecular bases of many diseases caused by microbes.
It is now an accepted notion that transcriptional regulation can be visualized as a network consisting of TFs and their target genes (TGs) [34, 60, 64] . However, at a less abstract level, transcription involves a number of cis-regulatory elements like promoters, TF binding sites and transcription terminators, and trans-acting elements like TFs and sigma factors. The interplay between the cis and trans elements provides a plethora of transcriptional programs which ultimately control the state of every gene in the cell tailored for different conditions (see Fig. 1 for a genomic view of the gene regulatory network). Although it is now becoming increasingly evident that post-transcriptional control by small non-coding RNAs plays an important role in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms, here we review recent advances in the computational analysis of transcriptional regulation in microbial organisms. We first discuss progress made at the level of trans and cis element identification and finally integrate our recent understanding of microbial transcriptional regulation from a network perspective.
Evolution of trans-acting elements
At a trans-acting level, a number of protein families like sigma factors and TFs play important roles in controlling the regulation of gene expression. These elements contribute significantly to rewiring the network of transcriptional interactions depending on the environmental conditions and stimuli an organism is faced with. Although our understanding of the number and repertoire of the trans-acting elements has greatly increased in recent years, our knowledge of the functional roles played by these proteins is far from complete.
Sigma factors
Sigma factors are a class of proteins forming essential dissociable subunits of prokaryotic RNA polymerase. The association of a sigma factor with core RNA polymerase provides the basis for transcriptional initiation and is an important step in the process of transcription. Sigma factors provide promoter recognition specificity to the polymerase and contribute to DNA strand separation, after which they dissociate from the RNA polymerase core enzyme following transcription initiation. The substitution of one sigma factor for another can redirect the polymerase to a different set of genes, which would otherwise be transcriptionally silent, thereby determining the transcriptional response of a group of genes.
The number of sigma factors encoded in bacterial genomes is highly variable. Although the number of sigma factors generally increases with genome size, environmental bacteria and microorganisms that have developed differentiation programs like sporulation tend to have a higher number of sigma factors than most obligate pathogens. It is possible that the number of sigma factor genes is correlated with the diversity of lifestyles encountered by a bacterium. For instance, among the different mycobacterial species, Mycobacterium leprae has the lowest number of sigma factors and this seems to correlate with the fact that this organism has adapted to being an obligate pathogen, unlike other organisms of this phyla [13, 58] promoters generally are highly conserved, short sequences that are located at positions À24 and À12 upstream of the transcription start site, whereas s 70 promoter sites are typically located at À35 and À10 upstream [9] .
DNA binding TFs as regulators of transcriptional control
Regulation of gene expression in an organism is predominantly controlled by DNA binding TFs. They form one of the largest protein groups in most genomes. TFs are proteins which are needed to activate or repress the transcription of a gene or operon. Most TFs form dimers and bind to the cisregulatory elements on the DNA to control transcription initiation in bacterial genomes [8] . The fraction of TFs in bacterial genomes typically scales as the square of the total gene number of a genome [2, 65] , with the maximum number of TFs observed in Streptomyces coelicolor among the publicly available completely sequenced genomes [7] .
TFs can be classified as activators, repressors or dual regulators depending on their mode of action on a particular promoter [8, 55] . An activator stimulates the expression of its target gene by acting on a promoter to stimulate RNA polymerase. Activation is known to typically occur by binding of TFs upstream of the transcription start site and often upstream of the À35 promoter element [8, 40, 52] . For negative control of transcription, TFs act as repressors by binding to DNA to prevent RNA polymerase from initiating transcription. Repression normally occurs when TFs bind downstream of the transcription start site, causing DNA looping, or in between the À35 and À10 elements of the promoter, thereby blocking RNA polymerase by steric hindrance [8, 40] . Computational analyses suggest that repressors are dominant in both Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis, and are more likely to coevolve with their target genes in closely related genomes [27, 52, 55] .
DNA binding regions of prokaryotic TFs can be assigned to a number of families based on sequence and structural homologies [39, 55] . TF families classified based on structural domains are three-folddthe helix-turn-helix, the winged helix and the beta ribbon [30] dwith the most abundant among TFs being the classical helix-turn-helix domain [2] . It has been proposed that about 75% of the TFs in E. coli are formed as a result of duplication and that TFs evolve faster than their respective TGs across genomes [36, 41] .
Global transcription regulators have been defined as those TFs that have the ability to: regulate large number of genes belonging to diverse functional classes, control a complex regulatory cascade by both directly and indirectly effect expression of various cellular pathways and act on target promoters that use different sigma factors [46] . Based on this, seven global regulators in E. coli have been proposed, which control more than 50% of the genes in the entire transcriptional regulatory network. More recent studies used connectivity (see below) of the TF as a simplified measure to assess the global nature of a TF [36, 41] .
Evolution of cis-regulatory elements
In recent years, due to accumulation of genome sequences of multiple strains of a single organism and those of phylogenetically close species, it has become possible to address a number of questions related to conservation of regulatory elements. The availability of genome sequences not only provides us with evolutionary insights into conservation of cisregulatory elements like promoter regions, TF binding sites and terminator signals across organisms, but also enables us to predict them using a variety of comparative genome analysis techniques.
Promoter regions
Transcription initiation in bacteria requires that RNA polymerase (RNAP) recognize and bind specific DNA sequences upstream of transcription units called promoters. The recognition of promoter sequences by RNAP occurs when it associates with a small protein, known as sigma (s) factor. The primary or housekeeping sigma factor in E. coli is encoded by the rpoD gene and is known as s 70 [16] . A bacterial promoter is defined as the segment of DNA that enables a gene or set of genes to be transcribed and is located immediately proximal (6e8 bp) to the transcription start site. Although there are several other condition-specific sigma factors besides the housekeeping ones, the most frequently studied, with extensive experimentally characterized information, remains s 70 . In fact, E. coli has six other sigma factors which are encoded by genes rpoN (s 54 ) and fecI (s 19 ). The canonical model of the s 70 DNA promoter is characterized by two hexamers centered around positions À35 and À10 from the transcription start site and separated by 15e21 bp, with consensus sequences TTGACA and TATAAT, respectively. Although there is a direct relationship between promoter strength and similarity to the consensus sequence, a typical E. coli s 70 promoter sequence contains two mismatches within both the À35 and À10 hexa nucleotide elements [49] . In fact, variations of over three deviations from the consensus have been reported in s 70 -dependent promoters from various studies. These variations can generate considerable differences in promoter efficiency during the transcription initiation reaction. All these factors make identification of functional promoter sequences a notoriously difficult task even in well studied model systems like E. coli, irrespective of the approach adopted [19, 28, 32, 66] . In fact, Huerta and Collado-Vides [28] show that several functional promoters are significantly different from the consensus and often occur in regulatory regions as dense overlapping signals. Further studies established that promoter densities are indeed different in the coding and regulatory regions of most bacterial genomes [28, 29, 31] , following a regional rule which can distinguish organization of different adjacent gene pairs in bacterial genomes [50] . In contrast, certain genomes with significant size reduction were found not to show this tendency, which was attributed to a process of genome degradation resulting from the decreased efficiency of purifying selection in highly structured small populations [29] . Interestingly, several of these genomes which deviate from this tendency were found to be intracellular parasites which exhibit severe reduction not only in their genome sizes, but also a disproportionate reduction in the number of TFs. These observations also suggest that the differential distribution of promoter-like signals between regulatory and nonregulatory regions detected in large bacterial genomes might confer a fitness advantage to these organisms in their natural habitats.
TF binding sites
TFs recognize the TGs, whose transcription they control, due to the presence of the binding sites in the promoter regions. Typically a TF, upon binding to the promoter regions of their target genes or transcription units, can control the expression of the genes positively or negatively. While repressor sites which can inhibit the transcription of genes are known to occur downstream of the transcription start site, activators generally attach to DNA upstream of the start site [22, 40, 52] . In E. coli, there is an enrichment for factors which act as transcriptional repressors and hence the majority of genes in the transcriptional network are negatively regulated [39, 55] .
Two general computational approaches have emerged for inferring TF binding sites in promoter regions: (i) analysis of co-regulated sets of genes; and (ii) phylogenetic footprinting of the upstream regions of orthologous genes in closely related genomes, under the notion that selective pressure would sustain regulatory elements over the background non-coding DNA among organisms at short evolutionary distances [48, 56] . Both methods aim to identify statistically significant patterns which are conserved in the background of the remaining aligned intergenic regions. Since the identification of a putative set of co-regulated genes from genome sequences alone is not straightforward, the majority of computational approaches for inferring regulatory motifs use upstream regions of orthologous genes from phylogenetically close organisms as the seed set of sequences. However, Wang and Stormo used the conserved regions of orthologous sequences in multiple sequence alignments, and then compared profiles of nonorthologous sequences (genes with in a given organism) to generate sets of co-regulated genes [67] , while others used co-expressed genes as a seed set to improve motif detection by incorporating phylogenetic conservation [51] . Another recent approach took into account the phylogenetic relationship between the species, in order to distinguish conservation due to the occurrence of functional sites from spurious conservation, which is due to evolutionary proximity, and they developed a Gibbs sampling algorithm for motif prediction from phylogenetic conservation [61] .
Once regulatory elements are identified, they can either be compared with already known binding profiles for TFs, or subjected to experimental analyses to prove that they are functional and/or to determine binding factors. Some recent approaches also adopted the use of binding profiles obtained first using cross-species data and then generating genomespecific models through recursive training to attain higher specificity for identifying binding sites [20] , or exploited the fact that most transcription factors bind to DNA as spaced dimers [35, 53] , while others used the idea that TFs often bind cooperatively to their targets; hence, statistically overrepresented motif co-occurrence patterns can help identify novel TF-TG associations [10] . Another work attempted to integrate a variety of properties like proximity of TFs to their TGs, similarity in the binding properties of TFs which belong to the same family and phylogenetic correlation to develop a system for inferring regulatory interactions on a genomic scale [62] .
Transcriptional termination
Transcription termination typically involves the release of the mRNA transcript and RNA polymerase from the template strand at the end of transcription. Proper termination is essential for bacteria, as the regions between transcription units are generally rather small. In bacterial genomes, termination generally occurs either spontaneously, which is termed intrinsic or Rho-independent termination, or involves the use of a set of trans-acting factors in conjunction with the cis-acting elements, referred to as Rho-dependent termination. Although Rho-dependent termination has been the focus of several experimental studies, our knowledge of defined rules which can be used to identify Rho-dependent termination signals from genome sequences is rather limited, believed to be due to the complex interplay of several auxiliary elements which occur at a specific Rho site depending on the local context of the terminator [12] . The only conserved element common to Rho-dependent terminators appears to be richness in cytosine residues. On the other hand, Rho-independent termination usually occurs due to the presence of a hairpin loop structure followed by a stretch of thymine residues. It is accepted that most Rho-independent terminators can be identified from sequences due to their dyad symmetry and poly-T tail [14, 18] .
About half of the transcription terminators which are experimentally characterized in E. coli are Rho-dependent [59] . However, unlike the case in E. coli, the Rho protein is dispensable in B. subtilis, suggesting a limited role for Rho-dependent termination in the latter. In fact, recent work demonstrated that more than 90% of the termination signals in B. subtilis and other Firmicutes are Rho-independent in nature [15] . Another group developed an efficient algorithm for rapid determination of Rho-independent terminators and demonstrated that outside the Firmicutes division, Rho-independent termination is also found to be dominant in the Neisseria, Vibrio and Pasteurellaceae genera [33] .
The link between cis-and trans-acting elements and the notion of transcriptional networks
An important notion that is emerging in post-genomic biology is that cellular components can be visualized as a network of interactions between different molecules like proteins, DNA and metabolites [5] . This has led to the application of network theory to biological problems, particularly in understanding the regulation of gene expression [60, 64] . In transcriptional networks typically trans-acting elements like TFs and sigma factors form one set of nodes and their target genes, of which they control the activity, form the other set of nodes. The links between them which have directionality from the trans-acting elements to their target genes, controlled by their cis-regulatory elements, form a complex and directional network of interactions (see Fig. 2 for a network view of transcriptional regulation).
Network structure
One of the most important and obvious pieces of information that can be obtained is the distribution of connectivity, i.e. how many connections a node has and how many nodes have a particular number of connections. In the case of transcriptional networks, these parameters actually have two sides, as incoming and outgoing connections must be considered separately. The incoming connectivity is the number of transcription factors regulating a target gene, which gives a sense of the combinatorial effect of gene regulation. The fraction of target genes with a given incoming connectivity was observed to follow an exponential distribution in both E. coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae [24, 64] . The exponential behavior indicates that most target genes are regulated by a similar number of factors and apparently reflects limits in the size of multiprotein complexes that can be bound near the promoter, as well as by the amount of DNA sequences in upstream regions of genes. On the other hand, outgoing connectivity, which is the number of target genes regulated by each transcription factor, was found to be distributed according to a power law, contrary to incoming connectivity distribution. This is indicative of a hub-containing network structure, in which a select set of transcription factors participate in the regulation of a disproportionately large number of target genes.
At a local level, in transcriptional networks, certain subnetworks appear more often than expected by chance and have been referred to as motifs, analogous to sequence motifs which occur repeatedly in sequences. Motifs were originally described in an E. coli transcriptional regulatory network, but were subsequently found in yeast and other organisms [1, 60] . Three network motifs were found to predominantly occur in most transcriptional networks: (1) a feed-forward loop (FFL), in which a transcription factor regulates expression of another transcription factor which, in turn, regulates a gene that is also regulated by the first transcription factor; (2) a single-input module (SIM), in which a single transcription factor regulates several genes, usually also referred to as a simple regulon [25] ; (3) dense overlapping regulons (DORs) in which several TFs regulate overlapping sets of genes; these groups are also called a complex regulon. FFL appears to be the most abundant motif among the best studied transcriptional networks. FFLs have been further classified into eight motif subtypes (see Fig. 3 ) and two of them, namely coherent type-1 and incoherent type-1 FFL, appear to be much more predominant than others [1, 43] . The former was shown to act as a sign-sensitive delay element and a persistence detector, while the latter was demonstrated to function as a pulse generator and response accelerator [44, 45] . Although motifs form overrepresented subgraphs in the entire network of transcriptional regulation, they do not appear independently but rather integrate to form superstructures or modules that carry out a common biological function by sharing some of their edges [17, 57] .
Network conservation
With the availability of documented information on transcriptional regulation, based on experimental evidence in model organisms for a significant fraction of the TFs, it has now become possible to address questions on the evolution of the structure and components of regulatory systems across bacterial genomes [42, 59] . From the perspective of the evolution of transcriptional networks in a given organism, it was proposed that duplication of TFs and their TGs could have given rise to a significant proportion of the currently known regulatory networks in both E. coli and S. cerevisiae [63] . However, from a cross-genome perspective, it was found that TFs are poorly conserved across genomes in comparison to their TGs, and hence are likely to evolve faster than their TGs [36, 41] . It was also found that global regulators are not more conserved than general TFs, suggesting a possible scenario for rapid evolution of gene regulatory mechanisms across bacteria. The latter group also showed that regulatory interactions within a network motif do not show any preference for evolving together and that organisms with a similar lifestyle are likely to preserve equivalent regulatory interactions and network motifs.
Network dynamics
Despite several studies which focus on regulatory networks at a static level, it should be noted that the regulatory network of an organism is highly dynamic and different sections of the network could be active under different conditions [21] . In fact, it has been shown in yeast, by integrating expression and regulatory interaction data, that the regulatory subnetworks for different conditions vary significantly [37] . In particular, it was demonstrated that in multistage processes, like the cell cycle or sporulation, there are extensive variations in the regulatory networks. In an attempt to extend this work to bacterial systems, another study systematically identified topological units called origons under the notion that different subnetworks from the completely known transcriptional regulatory network could be active under different experimental conditions depending on the environmental signals sensed by the sensor TFs [4] . In another recent work using a static regulatory network of E. coli, the authors classified the complete set of TFs in the currently known regulatory network as those sensing endogenous or exogenous signals. Curiously enough, global regulators often correspond to those sensing internal signals, and TFs sensing internal signals were found to direct the activity of the regulatory network in E. coli [47] .
Conclusions and perspectives
Although our understanding of the design principles of complex transcriptional regulatory networks is far from complete, we are beginning to design biological circuits and predict their behavior. Progress in sequencing technologies, high throughput experimental techniques like chromatin immunoprecipitation, and advances such as noise filters [6] and oscillators that can combine repressor functionality with that of a two-component system [3] , together with improvements in measuring cellular quantities at high resolution [69] , should not only enable us to design synthetic circuits for maneuvering bacterial systems [11] , but also enable us to address several fundamentally unanswered questions in the years to come.
